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Abstract—Affective Computing (AC) is a relatively new, dynamic and interdisciplinary research field. Numerous contributions from fields like computer science, psychology, cognitive science, sociology, physiology and medical science have been made.
Consequently, it is difficult to track all recently published trends
for early insight utilisation in practise or as basis for innovative
research. Even if this fact holds true for many other research
fields, AC in this respect is stimulating, due to its dynamic
and interdisciplinary characteristics. However, Emergent Entities
Recognition is a new concept introduced for early detection
and prediction of developing professional terminology. Initial
software developments have been completed and briefly analysed
in general databases (e.g. MEDLINE). Here, we are interested in
its evaluation for AC. In this respect, we have created and used
a new Benchmark for Emergent Entities recognition specifially
for the field of AC and show evaluation results in comparison to
state of the art trained named entity recognition models and to
a generic corpus (MEDLINE).
Index Terms—Emerging Named Entity Recognition, Machine
Learning, Affective Computing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recommendation Rationalisation (RecomRatio [1]), is a
research project funded by Deutsche Forchungsmeinschaft
(DFG) that aims to support health professionals during
decision-making processes (e.g. for or against a certain therapy) through providing evidence based on clinical literature
in specific domains, e.g. Affective Computing (AC). To find
relevant trials, or medical publications that support or decline a
therapy, specialised retrieval mechanisms on medical databases
must be available. At its core, the retrieval process must understand the information need of the user, to calculate on this
basis a set of applicable documents, sorted on their relevance.
To express an information need users apply a professional
terminology, formalized in taxonomies or vocabularies like
Medical Subject Headings [2]. However, terminology changes
over time and to identify new and emerging elements of a terminology is a challenging task. Because AC is a relatively new
and dynamic field of research, we have tested our approach,
the identification of emerging entities, in an AC document
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corpus. In general, new entities that arise in a domain are
known as Emerging Entities [3], [4].
II. M OTIVATION
Understanding the emotional state of people that suffer from
degenerative diseases and gathering insights on how people
perceive emotion through mimics of others will heavily contribute to improved insights into disease causes and treatment.
Hence, a plethora of recent AC research undertakings exist,
that conduct studies based on effective instruments to capture,
recognize and represent the emotional condition of affected
persons to obtain a deep understanding of the modes of action
involved. AC is an interdisciplinary research field (today it
spans computer science, psychology, cognitive science, sociology, physiology and medical science) that is concerned
with the development of computational systems, capable of
detecting, responding to and simulating human emotional
states. Health professionals in general and those working with
AC solutions are using Information Retrieval Systems daily
(e.g. PubMed1 ), e.g. when searching for medical literature
in a decision-making process. Previous query log analysis
shows that on PubMed more than 50% of the user queries
contain terms that refer to entities which are represented by
a domain-specific vocabulary, which in this case is MeSH.
[5]. Hence, the medical domain, or a subdomain like AC,
is predestined for Entity Retrieval (ER) [6] to fulfill medical
user information needs on domain-specific entities like e.g.
diseases or drugs. In clinical contexts Entity Retrieval faces a
major challenge as, like numerous other domains, the medical
domain also faces the global trends of Information Explosion
[7] and Information Overload [8]. For example, from 1980
the number of citations added to PubMed per year grew from
279.692 citations added in 1980 to 1.178.360 citations in
2016, which means that the yearly growth rate increased by a
factor of 3.6 within 35 years [9]. Besides a growth in medical
literature there is also a growth in medical vocabularies like
MeSH, which grew by 12,226 entries within 10 years from
2007 to 2016 (on ”descriptor” level). Typically, each of these
new entries is a name for a new medical entity or represents
at least a new name for an existing entity. Thus, for Entity
1 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
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Retrieval in the medical domain the identification of new
entities and their names (as a textual representation), that arise
through research and scientific discourse, represents an everincreasing challenge within a fast growing document corpus.
Hoffart et al. [3] use an approach built on knowledge bases
to define emerging entities (EE) as entities that have been
previously out-of-knowledge-base (OOKB). Brambilla et al.
[4] define emerging entities as entities which are not included
in a knowledge graph of a domain but are present in social
media. Derczynski et al. [10] define the task of emerging
recognition in a generic setup and report a max. F1 2 of 0.420.
Our approach for addressing emerging entities which has been
introduced in [12] is different to the EE definitions shown
before as it focuses on the textual representation (the name)
of an entity instead of a knowledge object and hence we
refer to it as emerging Named Entity (eNE). It is based on
the generic idea of Named Entities (NE), e.g. for persons,
locations, organizations [13] and the task of Named Entity
Recognition (NER) [14]. Based on statistical observations we
have chosen a temporal definition of eNER [12]:
Definition 1 (Emerging Named Entity (eNE)): A term, that
is in use in domain-specific literature since the time tU SE
and which is afterward acknowledged as a Named Entity
by a respective expert community (e.g. through adding the
term to a domain-specific vocabulary) at the time tACK is
defined as an emerging Named Entity (eNE) for the time
interval [tU SE , tACK ]. The aim of emerging Named Entity
Recognition (eNER) is to recognize eNEs during the time
interval [tU SE , tACK ] (see Figure 1).
For our AC research we extended the definition as follows:
Definition 2 (AC Emerging Named Entity (AC-eNE)): An
eNE in the domain of Affective Computing is a AC-eNE.
Based on definitions 1 and 2 we define emerging Entity
Chunks to model eNEs that are used in actual texts:
Definition 3 (Emerging Named Entity Chunk (eNP)): A noun
phrase (NP) in a text that contains an emerging Named Entity
(eNE) is an emerging noun chunk (eNP).
Definition 4 (AC - Emerging Named Entity Chunk (ACeNP)): A noun phrase (NP) in a text that contains an AC
emerging Named Entity (AC-eNE) is an emerging noun chunk
(AC-eNP).
As far as we are aware, there exist no formal definitions
of AC-eNEs or AC-eNPs which follow a similar temporal approach. Here, we show that this particularly temporal
approach supports the detection of AC-eNEs and eNEs in
indexed medical text corpora through Machine Learning (ML)
methods. Initial statistical results shown in [12] lead to our
hypothesis (H1) that eNEs in general are actually used in
a domain-specific literature corpus before the NE has been
acknowledged by the domain-specific community and added
to the domain vocabulary. In [12] we show additional statistics
that support this hypothesis also for AC-eNEs.
2 Precision, Recall and F are commonly used to evaluate classification
1
systems, using True Positives (TP), False Positives (FP) and False NegP
P
, Recall = T PT+F
, F1 =
atives (FN) [11]: P recision = T PT+F
P
N
P recision·Recall
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Fig. 1. Definition of emerging Named Entities (eNE).

A practical use use case within RecomRatio is intended to
make AC-eNEs available for clinical argumentation processes,
e.g. by visualizing them in trial literature evidence or using
AC-eNEs as a ranking / filtering criterion for arguments.
Here we show how AC-eNEs and eNEs can be recognized
in a domain-specific text corpus through a combination of
Information Retrieval (IR) and ML methods to provide ACeNEs for Entity Retrieval use cases.
III. S TATE OF THE A RT AND R ELATED W ORK
This State of the Art review covers selected publications
from the fields of Information Retrieval, Entity Retrieval,
Named Entity Recognition and their combination for IR / ER
use cases. Section B focuses on recent ML techniques and
their utilization for NER.
A. Named Entity Recognition, Information Retrieval and Entity Retrieval
For 30 years NER has been a well known sub-task of
Natural Language Processing (NLP) [14]. One major task
of NER is the recognition of unique names of persons,
organizations and locations, which are also referred to as
ENAMEX [13]. Traditional approaches for NER are based
on local text features (e.g. Part of Speech, characters, upper
and lower case, token nearby) and use regular expressions [14]
or sequenced-based learning models such as Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) [15] or Conditional Random Fields (CRF)
[16], [17]. Combining IR and NER has been introduced as
Named Entity Retrieval by Petcova and Croft [18] amongst
others, who propose an IR approach based on proximity
between the text of a document and the entities. A common use
case for NER in IR is the task of entity linking and retrieval as
introduced before, which aims at satisfying users’ information
needs by providing actual entities instead of documents that
mention them [6]. To support ER, several approaches aim at
detecting NE in queries, which is referred to as Named Entity
Recognition in Query (NERQ) [19], [20]. In SIGIR’s 2014
ERD challenge, multiple approaches for entity recognition
and disambiguation have been presented that utilize external
knowledge sources (e.g. Wikipedia, Freebase) [21]–[23]. In
the clinical sector the MeSH on Demand tool [24] represents
a practical implementation of a system that combines IR and
NER for medical Entity Retrieval use cases.
B. Machine Learning (for Named Entity Recognition)
Recent ML techniques include Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [25], Random Forests (RF) [26], Gradient Boosting

[27] Classification (GBC) and variants of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
[28], Long Short-Term Memory (LSTMs) [29] and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [30]. The traditional NER
approaches shown before are based on supervised learning.
They typically require domain knowledge and hand-crafted
training corpora. In contrast, more recent NER approaches
utilize DNNs including their variations: RNNs are used for
a variety of language understanding tasks [31]. A recent
hybrid approach combines LSTMs and CNNs [32] for NER
and does not require hand-crafted training material. Another
successful NER approach uses LSTMs and CRFs [33]. Besides
deep-learning-based methods, SVMs are known for years as
a robust ML technique for a variety of classification tasks
such as text categorization [34] or in the medical domain
[35]. Recently, unsupervised methods based on non-labeled
training models as Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (BERT) [36] for general language processing
tasks and BioBERT [37] for specific clinical language tasks
have shown impressive performance.

AC eNE
Candidates

Result Sets

Query

Documents

AC-eNEs

eNERQ (5+)

C. Discussion
The NER methods above use local textual features and
hence require an expert tagged training corpus, large volumes
of text or use external knowledge sources. To the best of
our knowledge, no appropriate training data for AC-eNEs and
generic medical eNEs is available at present. Hence, following
our definition of AC-eNEs our approach in contrast uses
existing temporal features derived through retrieval from the
underlying AC related text corpus and succeeds without expert
annotated training material. Our approach follows Chang and
Manning [38], who propose to complement statistical or
learning-based methods with rule-based approaches especially
where there is no appropriate training data available.
IV. G ENERAL A PPROACH
Our general approach for detecting AC-eNEs and eNEs in
a text corpus combines methods from NLP, IR and ML as
shown in Figure 2. In stage (1) all documents of the corpus
are processed using state of the art NLP technology (e.g.
Spacy [39]) to detect candidates for AC-eNEs / AC-eNPs. In
stage (2) the AC-eNE candidates are passed to a search engine
which has indexed the complete corpus. In stage (3) temporal
features from the result set for this query are passed to an MLbased classifier (ML ClF) which has been trained on temporal
features. Examples for temporal features are the max. and min.
document years returned on a query by SOLR. In stage (4)
the detected AC-eNEs are played back to the index for further
utilization in the underlying ER use case, e.g. argumentation
support in the AC domain. Stage (5+) is the optional use of
AC-eNEs for the task of NERQ and not considered here. The
experiments presented here cover the stages (1) to (3).
V. E XPERIMENTS
Our experiments consist of three phases: In the Baseline
NLP phase (1), we investigate to which extent rule-based and

Fig. 2. General Architecture for AC-eNER.

state of the art learning-based NER are capable of detecting
AC-eNEs in medical texts. In the ML phase (2) of the
experiments we analyse how AC-eNEs can be detected with
ML methods in a domain-specific corpus based on non local
features. In both phases our experiments and the evaluations
are conducted from the perspective of 2012. By this method,
we are able to have a view on AC-eNEs from the perspective
of 2012 which have been meanwhile acknowledged and hence
can be easily identified in a controlled domain-specific vocabulary today. In the combined phase (3) we investigate how ACeNP candidates that have been extracted through Baseline NLP
can be verified or falsified with the ML-based classification.
A. Technical Setup
For stage (1) we implemented the Baseline NLP using
Spacy [39], the search engine for stage (2) through Solr [40]
with standard configuration and the ML classifiers through
Python with Scikit-Learn [41].
B. Vocabulary
For our experiments we used MeSH. For each vocabulary
entry MeSH provides the year in which an entry has been
added to MeSH (e.g. in 2016, 402 new entries). According
to our definition the year in which an entry has been added
represents tACK . Hence, it is straightforward to split the
vocabulary into a training set and a test set.
C. Corpora
For our experiments we use two different baseline corpora:
A handcrafted corpus that is focused on AC (AC CT) and

MEDLINE Baseline 2018 [42] for comparison. AC CT is
more specific and has a narrower scope during trials and in
the field of AC, whilst MEDLINE is a large and generic
corpus containing abstracts and titles of articles. We use this
combination to ensure that our work is sufficient for ACrelated and generic tasks. The ClinicalTrials (CT) register
is a database from the National Library of Medicine that
holds information about ∼316.200 studies. Studies are not
specialised but rather cover a broad range of diseases. To
obtain a better understanding on eNEs in AC, we have limited
the body of available trials to those that are somehow related
to Affective studies. Hence, we extracted a subset of the
clinical trials register by filtering all studies related to: Affective Disorder — Symptoms — Psychoses — Personality —
Disorder, Psychotic — Psychosis, Bipolar — Disorder Schizo
— Disorder, Seasonal. Through this approach, we reduced
the available number of studies to 5069 in the years 1999 to
2017 and created the unique AC CT corpus. For AC CT the
mean number of documents added per year was 253.45 whilst
the median was 314.5. On the other hand, the time frame
for MEDLINE documents is limited to 50 years dating from
1969 to 2018 to avoid temporal artifacts resulting from historic
documents. Within this time frame the overall document count
is 24,910,297. The mean number of documents added per year
is 508,373.4 and the median is 414,987. The SOLR index Size
for AC CT 10.5 MB and for MEDLINE is ∼25.5 GB. The
comparison of size and time frame shows the challenge for
AC CT is that there is significantly less data available for
training and evaluation as we show later here.

E. Baseline NER Phase
Due to performance scaling reasons for the Baseline NER
Phase we created two smaller subsets of AC CT and MEDLINE that follow the design of the CONLL 2003 corpus
for Named Entity Recognition [43]. For AC CT the sizes
for training, validation and evaluation set are 100, 25 and
25 which is ∼0.1 of the size of CONLL due to the overall
smaller size of AC CT, which will negatively affect NLP
performance of training AC-eNER compared to the larger
MEDLINE corpus. For MEDLINE each of the subsets consists
of 1.000, 250 and 250 documents. All documents are taken
randomly from the year 2012 and each contains at least
one eNE from the perspective of 2012, meaning an entity
with 2012 ≤ TACK < 2018. As today the entities with
2012 ≤ TACK < 2018 are known through MeSH’s metadata
it is straightforward to automatically create a gold standard
eNE annotation on both subsets using pattern matching on the
documents from 2012 with the recent version of the MeSH
vocabulary.
F. ML Phase
In the ML phase for each entry of the MeSH vocabulary
through SOLR we create an IR result set that contains temporal
information (DOC YEAR of all documents returned by a
query). For the query term q, SOLR returns n documents,
each with a DOC YEAR leading to a result vector:


DOC Y EAR0


..
r~q = 
(1)

.
DOC Y EARn−1

D. Statistics on eNEs in AC CT and MEDLINE
Our statistical analysis focuses on questions on the extent
eNEs are actually used in AC CT and MEDLINE Baseline.
The first question is, how long are eNEs in use in the respective
corpus before TACK ? To obtain a picture on this we queried
the corpora using terms with TACK ≥ 2012 and counted the
documents with TU SE < TACK . From these documents we
then calculated mean and median document age. For AC CT
and TACK ≥ 2012 the mean age is 7.054 years (median:
7) Whilst for MEDLINE Baseline 2018 and TACK ≥ 2012
we observe a mean age of 27.085 years (median: 28). The
second question is: in how many documents is an eNE used
before TACK ? Our statistical analysis shows that for AC CT
and TACK ≥ 2012 the mean number is 7.614 (median: 2)
whilst for MEDLINE and TACK ≥ 2012 the mean number
is 951.4892 (median: 156.5). In both cases the difference
between mean and median shows that there are few terms used
in a larger number of documents compared to the majority
of terms. Although the values for age and document count
differ significantly between the two corpora - which is not
surprising taking into account the different age ranges and
overall document counts of the two corpora - it becomes
clear that in both corpora eNEs are in use before TACK
in a significant number of documents and hence should be
potentially detectable.

Based on r~q for each query we calculate a feature vector f~q
(see section V-G below) that we use for training and testing
the ML components (see Figure 3). To divide the vocabulary
into training and test set we chose the P IV OT Y EAR
Yp = 2012 so that TACK ≤ Tp . The training set is split again
using the T RAIN P IV OT Y EAR Ytp which is assigned
dynamically during the experiments. In the training set, terms
with Ytp ≤ TACK < Yp are labeled as AC-eNE / eNE and
terms with TACK < Ypt as non AC-eNE / eNE. For testing,
we use the temporal features of terms with TU SE ≤ Yp
and evaluate to which extent we are able to predict eNEs
with TACK > Yp . For ML we test several ML pipeline
configurations. The generic pipeline consists of a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), an imbalanced sampler (SMOTE
[44] or Remote Under Sampling or SMOTEENN [45]), a
preprocessing scaler [46] and a classifier (SVM, RF or GBC).
G. Feature Engineering / Exploratory Data Analysis
For feature engineering we used exploratory data analysis
(EDA) with R [47] (e.g. density or scatter plots), to identify
relevant (temporal) features that are determining AC-eNEs /
eNEs and may be used as input features for ML. SOLR result
sets for a query of a candidate term are used as raw input
for EDA. Figures 4 and 5 show density plots of the document
years (DOC YEAR) for both AC CT and MEDLINE.
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ML Test Set (25%)

non Features
tACK < TRAIN_PIVOT_YEAR

PIVOT_YEAR

AC-eNE Features
tACK < PIVOT_YEAR
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Unclassified Features
tUSE < PIVOT_YEAR

}

{
{

TRAIN_
PIVOT_YEAR

t

tACK > PIVOT_YEAR

predict

Fig. 3. Training and Test Scenario.

Fig. 6. Scatter Plot of MIN YEAR and COUNT for AC CT (all result sets).

Fig. 4. Density plot of DOC YEARs for AC CT.

In addition we use scatter plots to identify relevant combinations of features. Figures 6 and 7 show examples of a feature
combination for MEDLINE and AC CT. Although differing
between the corpora both plots suggest that the classes are
separable based on e.g. the features dimensions and min as
shown in the scatter plots. With this method, we identified
five features for constructing the feature vector: the number
of documents (dimensions) per result vector, minimum, maximum, mean and median of DOC YEAR per result vector,
leading to the following feature vector for a query term q and
a result vector r~q :


dimensions(r~q )


min(r~q )


~


max(r~q )
(2)
fq = 

 mean(r~q ) 
median(r~q )
VI. E VALUATION
For evaluation of ML-based classification we use recall,
precision and F1 -measure as described in [43]. We decline to
use accuracy as an evaluation metric due to its shortcomings in
imbalanced setups but use Recall Precision Curves and Area
Under the (Recall Precision) Curve (AUC) [48].
A. Baseline NER - Rule-Based and Spacy-Based Approach

Fig. 5. Density plot of DOC YEARs for MEDLINE.

Baseline NER in our work is used for two purposes: On
the one hand it provides eNE candidates from the corpus for
further ML-processing, on the other hand it is used to compare
the performance of our ML-learning approach on non local
features. Following our general approach of only using already
known AC-eNEs for NLP baseline training we annotated the
training corpora from 2012 with AC-eNEs from the years 2007
- 2012 and trained the Spacy NER model with them. However,
the evaluation is done on eNEs from the years 2013 - 2018

Fig. 7. Scatter Plot of MIN YEAR and COUNT for MEDLINE (0.02 random
sample).

Fig. 8. Smoothed Precision / Recall curve for a selected MEDLINE (AUC
0.485) and AC CT (AUC 0.26) model.

TABLE I
BASELINE NLP R ESULTS

TABLE II
C ORRECT C LASSIFIED T ERMS

Corpus

Method

Recall

Precision

F1

Term

TACK

MeSH ID

Corpus

AC CT
AC CT

Spacy
Rule

0.000
1.000

0.000
0.036

0.000
0.069

MEDLINE
MEDLINE

Spacy
Rule

0.021
1.000

0.477
0.119

0.040
0.212

patient health questionnaire
the amisulpride
apparent sadness
perfectionism

2017
2018
2018
2016

D000073222
D000077582
D000078602
D000072639

AC
AC
AC
AC

neurokinin-1 receptor antagonists
atazanavir sulfate
bortezomib treatment
single-balloon enteroscopy

2013
2015
2015
2016

D064729
D000069446
D000069286
D000071087

MEDLINE
MEDLINE
MEDLINE
MEDLINE

pessimism
pioglitazone

2015
2018

D000067657
D000077205

overlap
overlap

as the detection of future AC-eNEs is the main task. Besides
Spacy’s model for Baseline NER, we applied a naive rulebased approach to identify AC-eNPs. Table I shows the results.

CT
CT
CT
CT

B. ML Evaluation
In evaluating ML capability we investigated several combinations of pipeline components and Tpt which lead to 936
different combinations for each corpus. For AC CT the max.
F1 is 0.292 and the max. AUC is 0.26. For AC CT the best
F1 performance values are achieved with an RF classifier with
SMOTE imbalance handling and 2000 ≤ Ytp ≤ 2002 whilst
best AUC values are achieved using SVM. On the other hand,
for MEDLINE we observed a better max. F1 value of 0.467.
For the initial ranks there is Ytp = 2000 or Ytp = 2001 and
a GBC or RF classifier is used. The max. AUC of 0.485 is
achieved for Ytp = 2000 witch GCC. Figure 8 shows the
precision recall curve for the ML models with the highest AUC
on MEDLINE and AC CT. This comparison shows again that
for the emerging field of AC with a relatively small document
corpus the task of AC-eNER remains challenging due to the
smaller training data sets in comparison to MEDLINE.
C. Combining Baseline NER and ML
The final evaluation stage covers the combination of rulebased NER and ML as it will be utilized in most real-world
use cases. For this evaluation stage we take the candidate

AC-eNPs and candidate eNPs identified in the AC CT and
MEDLINE document subsets (see section V-C) through the
rule-based baseline NLP approach and create the retrieval
features through SOLR. The retrieval features are used as input
for the ML classifiers that have previously been trained on
known MeSH terms before. Evaluation results of combining
baseline NER and ML for CT AFF show a max. F1 of 0.11
and a max. AUC of 0.13. In comparison, for MEDLINE max.
F1 is 0.22 with AUC of 0.17. However, besides the quantitative
analysis of the performance we also assessed the qualitative
outcome of the classification. Table II shows 10 examples
of AC-eNEs / eNEs terms that were classified correctly in
AC CT and MEDLINE.
D. Discussion of Evaluation Results
Comparing EDA Figures 4 and 5 it becomes clear that the
YEAR feature for AC CT and MEDLINE is distinctive for
AC-eNE and non AC-eNE terms, whilst it is more pronounced
in MEDLINE for eNEs and non eNEs. The scatter plots
(Figures 6 and 7) support the hypothesis that features based
on document years can be used for ML training and testing.

Regarding baseline NLP for the Spacy model the performance lags typical values or State of the art training models,
which supports our hypothesis that textual features are not
sufficient for the detection of AC-eNEs / eNEs. However,
the rule-based approaches fit our requirement to provide high
recall for further ML-processing for AC CT and MEDLINE.
Coming to ML and assessing the RP curves (Figure 8),
the model for AC CT is less stable than MEDLINE as the
decrease of precision for MEDLINE is more linear compared
to AC CT. Whilst the latter provides high precision values for
only the cost of very low recall, the plotted MEDLINE model
can keep precision values > 0.5 for recall values of ∼0.4.This
makes it more convenient for real-world use cases in which
a high recall is not essential for survival but where the users
require an acceptable ratio of true and false positives from
1:1. A reason for the overall lower performance for AC CT
is that the time frame of the underlying corpus significantly
influences performance of ML on temporal features. In an
additional experiment we limited the time frame of MEDLINE
to 1999 - 2017 (similar to AC CT) and we reached a max. F1
of 0.33 and an AUC of 0.38 which are significantly lower in
comparison to the full MEDLINE corpus and approaching performance values of AC CT. As MEDLINE 1999 - 2017 still
comprises 15,092,159 documents we come to the conclusion
that it’s essentially the time frame and not the document count
that influences ML performance. For recognition of eNPs,
evaluation shows that a combination of NLP and ML in our
approach is only slightly better compared to the rule-based
baseline NER which shows the need for further investigation.
Qualitative results show that AC CT focuses on trials in the
relatively narrow field of AC as the terms are related to
psychiatry and psychology, whilst MEDLINE terms are from
many medical disciplines as the texts cover the full range of
medical language.
VII. C ONCLUSION
The aim of our work here is to provide a classification model
that is able to predict AC-eNEs based on already known ACeNEs, so that no tagging of training material by AC experts
is necessary, and that performs well on a specific corpus for
AC. As a comparison we used the MEDLINE baseline. Whilst
for MEDLINE evaluation showed that our approach is in part
capable to meet F1 values for as shown in [10], for AC CT
the performance lags behind MEDLINE values. We showed
that the shorter time frame of an AC corpus in comparison to
MEDLINE is the key reason for lower performance of MLbased on temporal features. A secondary reason is that the
count of documents in the AC corpus is significantly lower in
comparison to MEDLINE leading to smaller training sets for
NLP and ML training. Hence, here we show that our approach
of ML with non local retrieval features is in principle capable
of early detection of eNEs in a corpus. For this task our
approach outperforms NER training models on local textual
features. However, for future real-world use performance in
the field of AC (F1 ) should be increased, e.g. through more
extensive feature engineering (e.g. on term frequency features)

and parameter optimization of the ML models regarding AC
corpora and vocabularies as well as improving rule-based
baseline NER for eNE chunk candidate detection for AC (e.g.
using AC specific gazetteers).
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